The following phishing email was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around August 21, 2014 pretending to be from Northwestern University (see screen shot of web page below). DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Please check out the How to Identify a Fraudulent Email Scam video on the NUI\T Communications YouTube Channel for more information on how to spot phishing email scams.

From: Northwestern University Administrator
Date: Thu, Aug 21, 2014 at 1:32 PM
Subject: Update Your Email Account Northwestern University

This Email is Northwestern University from the administrator, we will be making some vital Email account maintenance in Northwestern University to ensure high quality in Internet connectivity in the 2014 fight against spam and improve security, all Mail-hub systems will undergo regularly scheduled maintenance.

To confirm and to keep your account active during and after this process. Kindly Click or copy the Universal Web Link and fill the following of Northwestern University information: http://update-online-account-administriv.weebly.com/

Administrator
Northwestern University
IT-Department

NUI\T has provided a screen shot of the bogus web page below: